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Abstract-Digital steganography makes use of varied techniques to hide information in a Carrier, in order for her to 
go unnoticed to third parties. Generally, carrier objects used are multimedia elements (images, audio and video), 
while the message can be of any type. The proposal, presented in this article, is used to implement a tool software 
that is used for the analysis of steganographic effects on image carriers BMP type. She emerges as a solution to the 
need to analyze the steganographic effects to be able to evaluate the methods and weigh desirable characteristics 
(perceptibility visual, detectability and capacity); having as a requirement that messages must be from accurate and 
adequate sizes. But, have Real "message files" with sizes specific for each trial (they are hundreds) and evaluation, 
and apply real steganography, is an overly expensive and complicated task. Therefore, the Simulated Steganography 
was proposed, by which it is generated computationally a fictional message, appropriately sized for each of the tests, 
it is injected in the carrier, causing an effect steganographic equally valid to the one that ifwill use a real message, 
but the process results be much more efficient, fast and with parameterscontrolled by the operator. Simulated 
Steganography, exposed in this article, it is innovative, there are no other antecedents about. 
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1. Introduction 

Steganography deals with the process of hiding a software object of any kind (message), in another, called carrier, in 
order to be sent from a sender to a receiversurreptitiously, that is, a covert transmission [1]–[2][3]. While they can 
be used carriers of any type, multimedia objects are preferred, taking advantage of the limitation of the senses 
humans: sight and hearing can notdetect subtle changes in visual presentations or audio [4-8]. 

These carriers turn out to be preferred in steganographic applications as an element carrier, given the effectiveness 
of the techniques They take advantage of such human limitations. In this treated Bitmap image carriers are used in 
BMP color format of 24 bpp. 
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Figure 1 shows a general scheme of a steganography system. 

Exploring steganographic effects There are various techniques or methods to hide a message in a picture carrier. 
Between the most widespread are: The Replacement LSB one bit and the injection at the end of the carrier [9-12]. In 
this work, we proposal variants and combinations have been proposed of the basic substitution technique, vary the 
number of bits less significant to replace in the carrier, use different RGB color channels, toggle the use among 
them, use dispersion in the pixels, besides the possible combinations between variants. The central objective of the 
proposed work has been the exploration of the effects caused in BMP carriers by applying techniques of 
substitution, in order to find the best in regarding the perceptibility characteristics visual and capacity, eventually 
alsoof the detectability characteristic.The implementation, and subsequent testing and evaluation, of such a number 
of variants (more than a thousand pre-selected), can be quite complicated and laborious if you face it with a 
development of real steganography. Furthermore, if for the case that several tests on various carriers to determine 
the perceptibility and evaluation of capacity, this last feature requires to find a message that is inserted exactly in 
100% of the carrier, that is, "fit" in its exact totality (byte to byte) throughout the image. 

2.Steganography simulation 

From what was said in the previous point, it has been necessary to think of more efficient and simple solutions to 
perform the study and exploration. It is so has been proposed and developed, with excellentresults, a way to 
"provoke" the effects under study about image carriers, but with controlled insertion levels, chosen by the user. In 
this way, you can, for example, with total ease to find with certainty the value of the capacity provided by each 
method or technique, whatever the used variant. As well generate, in a short time, the effects of a multitude of 
techniques on witness carriers chosen in order of comparing[4, 13, 14], evaluating and pondering perceptibility 
characteristics, even analyze detectability. Obviously in function of the characteristics found can also be Evaluate 
the goodness of each method. The above has been achieved by implementing software a kind of "Simulation of 
Steganography". This means simulating in a carrier the effects that concealment can cause of a "true message", but 
using a "fictional message", which is generated computationally, therefore feasible to choose it in a very precise 
size. The operator simply chooses a substitution method to analyze and the level of insertion, and the subsequent 
generation of the estego file is automatic and immediate[15-17]. 

3.Real steganography Vs simulated 

The only difference between real steganographyand the simulated one is that, in the last one, the messagehidden is 
fictitious, and therefore it is not requiredcreate it, read it, load it, process it or recover it,as if it should be in real 
steganography.In fact, for the purposes pursued, it does not haveno relevance retrieves the message, onlyIt is 
important to know that it can be recovered ifof an analogous but real implementation and thatthe effects caused on 
the carrier will bethe same.The simplicity of the simulated logic versus theReal steganography is remarkable, given 
that themessage is generated with simple logic and in parallelto the simulation.The efficiency of the algorithms is 
much greater,since files are not read or processedmessages, but they are generated using fastBoolean logic[18-
20][28-33]. 

The generation of stegonocarriers is simpler, and it requires very little time, which speeds upnotably the tests for 
analysis.It is not necessary to search for messages of adequate lengthfor the test of each carrier and eachtechnical 
(they are hundreds) [34]. The level of insertion chooses the operator and the process is done automaticallywith a 
"message" of exact length. The inverse recovery function is not requiredof the message, only the certainty that it is 
feasibleachieve it without complications outside of whatcommon [35]. 

4.Validity of the methodology by simulation 
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From the point of view of design and implementation, the simulated substitution techniquesand its generation logic, 
respect exactlythe concepts and rules of the samemethods; that is, the steganographic simulationit is done identically 
as ifoutside the real, so, from that point of viewthere is nothing to compare or check,simulated or real use identical 
techniques. The onlyWhat changes is the message. Steganographysimulated does not require having to operate with 
areal message, avoiding processing it, knowing itssize, the way the file is read, accessto the disk, the logic of 
separation by channels,hiding recovery parameters inthe carrier, As regards the effects caused on thecarrier, the 
simulation of steganography couldget to differ minimally from an applicationreal, the difference would only be due 
tothat a fictional message is used and thereforesimulated; Therefore, to achieve the effectscorrect, themessage, with 
proven validity. It triesthat the effects caused on the carrierbe as similar as possible to the derivatives ofa 
steganography with a real message. This is achieving by making alterations, at the bit level, ofrandom character with 
uniform distribution.It is necessary to define a measurement element,called Level of Affectation. Conceptually,is the 
percentage ratio betweennumber of bytes used in the steganographic processregarding the number of bytes thatThey 
did undergo some modification [36]. The expression is the following: 

Function level=  

 
 × 100 

Several and numerous tests were carried out with LSB one real, using various types of messages or objects to hide, 
such as text ASCII, BMP images, ZIP files, executables, etc. As a result, the level of affectation average was 50%, 
with a medium dispersion around ± 1.5%. The conclusion of the tests with steganography real is that the bits LSB of 
the Bytes are altered of the carrier in approximately 50% of the cases. And about half the bytes used does not suffer 
any alteration. This finally causes the determined carrier Noise level. Regarding proofs of the validity of fictitious 
messages, a sample was prepared for the analysis created with a program that generates numbers binaries randomly 
(pseudorandom), and that counts the number of ones and their average general. 20 sequences of 32 numbers were 
generated each, on the assumption [37] that you are emulating 20 different messages of 4 characters each. Several 
runs of the program were made 

obtaining several tables of numbers random binaries. As a result, it was obtained that the binaries generated have an 
average that tends to 50% of ones (and zeros) with a quite deviation scarce, something less than that of real 
messages. Therefore, it is proved that the simulation algorithm 

by binary random generation is completely valid, causing analogous effects to those that produce a real message 
about a carrier. 

5. Results Obtained /Expected 

Of the tests performed, described above,it follows that if the changes are generatedin the least significant bit of a 
carrierusing the random generation function, the changes obtained are almost equal to oneLSB one-bit substitution 
made with a messagereal[1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 13, 21-27] . And consequently, it must be obtained in thecarrier levels of 
general disturbance in thechannel and perceptibility of values analogous toachieved with real or real 
messages.Various numerical tests, such as those described,and others much more extensive, gave resultssatisfactory, 
indicating that the simulationSteganographicthus produced yields resultscorrect, whatever the method of 
substitution.It should be noted that it was opportunely developeda pilot software, which in addition to 
implementingsome real steganographic techniques, you will be endowed with the ability to apply this 
steganographysimulated, to perform effects exploration.That software, every time a simulation is done, presents a 
report of the Level of Affectationin the bytes of the carrier used. If withthis software applies real steganography 
withthe LSB one-bit technique, you also get a reportof the Affectation (or noise) level. Byboth the soft provides 
comparative means for now the goodness of the simulation.In numerous tests performed with the softwarepilot it has 
been found that in the case offictitious messages the trend of the Level ofAffectation is very marked towards 50%, 
witha fairly low dispersion, generally not greaterto ± 1%, and in case of real messages it's somethingdepending on 
the type of message, for the samecarrier, but also with strong tendencytowards 50% although with a little more 
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dispersion, around ± 1.5%.Regarding the evaluation of the level of perceptibilityof the simulation, compared to 
steganographyreal, it is necessary to "see" theLSB changes caused. This is also achievedwith the software 
implemented, through thebit filtering (the least significant of thecarrier) and graphical adjustments using an editor 
image. Fig. 2 shows a case, it is observedthe effect of pixels in a totally imagewhite, the white pixels are the 
noaffected. 

 

Fig. 2. Affectation of pixels in a carrier with real and simulated effect. Zoom 1600 

The validity and goodness of the simulation has beencompared numerically and visually. So, it iscompletely valid to 
perform explorations ofthe steganographic effects using messagessimulated, thereby simplifying thesoftware 
implementation, and testing foranalyzes turn out to be noticeably simpler,fast and precise. 
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